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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING 

SYMPOSIUM EVENT RULES 
 

GENERAL RULES: 

1. ID card is mandatory. 

2. The decision of the judges will be final and will not be subjected to any 

further discussions. 

3. Dress Code should be “FORMALS”. 

4. We cannot take any responsibility for personal belongings lost, damaged 

or stolen on the day of the event. 

5. Participants should go through the event rules and adhere to the specifics. 

 
6. A participant can participate only in one event during the simultaneous 

timings for event. 

7. Keep maintain discipline and don't roam unnecessarily during the event. 

 

 

 
TECHNICAL EVENTS : 

PAPER PRESENTATION RULES : 

1. Maximum 2 in a team. 

2. Topic should be related to ECE field. 

3. Paper should be submitted on till end  27.03.2024 (Monday) to 

respective mailed (sujitha.ece@ptleecncet.com). 

4. Time duration will be 10 min for their presentation and 2  mins will be   

viva by judges. 

5. No participants can be part of more than one time. 

6. The competition is open to all . 



DEBUG FEST RULES (CIRCUIT DEBUGGING) 

This is an event which involves complex circuit analysis and the skill to 

perform practically and execute using devices and components. It is an event 

which requires knowledge about circuit making on the breadboard along with the 

knowledge of basic components. 

1. The event will have two rounds 

2. A team shall consist of maximum 2 students 

 

FIRST ROUND : 
 

               Technical round  

 

SECOND ROUND : 
 

1. Original schematic diagram and faulty circuit will be given. 

2. Team has to locate the faults successfully within time limit. 

3.  The teams will be promoted to the next round that has completed the task 

with minimum time. 

4. First round will be elimination round. 

 
 

TECHNO QUIZ RULES : 
 

1. Each team should have 2 members. 

2. There will be 3 rounds. 

3. Shortlisted for the next round based on their performance. 

 

 
CLEVERLY ERROR :(tricky circuit) 

 

FIRST ROUND : 
 

               Technical round  

              Maximum 2 members per team. 

 

SECOND ROUND : 
                    

                 Thinkercad simulation 

                  

 



MINUTE TO WIN RULES : 

        

1. The team will consist  of 2 members. 

2. There are 3 rounds . 

3. The team who scores more points has selected to next round.  

 

 

 

 

 TREASURE HUNT: 

 

4. The team will consist  of 2 members. 

5. There are 3 rounds . 

6. The team who scores more points has selected to next round.  

         

 
GAME FORT RULES : 

 

1. Id card is Mandatory. 

2. Each team should contain 4 members. 

3. A battle royale match will be conducted among 50 players and top 3 squads 

will be rewarded . 

4. No HACK or MOD APK allowed if caught entire team will be removed 

from match. 

 

 
CONNEXION RULES: 

 

1. Each team should have 2 members. 

2. Game will have 3 rounds. 

3. Within stipulated time answers should be given. 
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